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ABSTRACT
Rapid prototyping has developed to the point where polymers or waxes can be printed to
serve as solid-fuel grains for hybrid rockets. Complex grain geometries inconceivable with any
other method can be fabricated with no additional manufacturing or machining cost. This process
has been manipulated to produce composite grains structures of paraffin wax and acrylic or other
geometries containing swirl channels or protruding vanes. Printed grains of this size show great
promise for applications such as small satellite or CubeSat thrusters. Numerous printed and cast
grains have been tested in the Long Grain Center-Perforated (LGCP) hybrid rocket motor at The
Pennsylvania State University. Test parameters including regression rate, chamber pressure, and
combustion efficiency were calculated to characterize each grain. Focus was placed on grains
inducing swirl with internal channels or vanes, although multiple tests were performed using
swirl injection as a means of comparison and to further characterize the LGCP injectors. To
determine regression rate and oxidizer mass flux for unconventional and complex port geometry
a novel modeling method utilizing SolidWorks® was developed. Using this method star-swirl
grains of acrylic polymer were found to have regression rate enhancements of up to 250%.
Composite honeycomb grains were found to have regression rates similar to those of cast
paraffin and, depending on cell size, potentially much higher combustion efficiency. Swirl
injection has been shown to produce increases of fuel regression rate around 30% for cast
paraffin grains and around 40% in cast paraffin grains with dispersed micron-size aluminum
particles. Additionally, turbulator designs were used with cast wax to produce regression rate
enhancements similar to those grains straight-port grains subjected to swirl injection.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
A hybrid propellant rocket is a form of chemical rocket containing some combination of
liquid or gaseous propellant with a solid propellant. The more traditional, classic style hybrid is
composed of a solid fuel grain with a gaseous or liquid oxidizer. This configuration is a blend of
a solid and a liquid propellant motor as seen in Fig 1.1. Hybrid rockets have several observed
benefits over their solid and liquid counterparts. One particular benefit is enhanced safety over
solid propellant rockets, because the oxidizer does not come into contact with fuel until after it is
injected into the combustion chamber. Typical solid fuel grains consist of various inert polymers
or paraffin waxes. This allows for the fuel to be cheap and accessible with minimal regulation.
Hybrid motors can be throttled with the ability to terminate combustion and, with respect to solid
propellant motors, propellant pairings typically have higher specific impulse. In comparison with
liquid propellant rockets, less plumbing is necessary leading to enhanced reliability. In addition,
most fuel/oxidizer pairings exhibit higher density specific impulse.1,2
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Figure 1.1 Comparison of a classic hybrid rocket to liquid and solid propellant rockets

Hybrid propellant rockets do however, have several substantial disadvantages. These
include low bulk density and in particular, low solid fuel regression rate. Low regression rate is
associated with diffusion based combustion resulting in poor heat transfer between the flame and
the solid fuel surface. One consequence of slower regression rate is lessened gas generation and
low thrust. To counteract difficulties with mass burning rate, complex multi-port designs, such as
the wagon wheel, have historically been used. These designs are undesirable because they leave
behind unburned slivers of propellant. In addition, hybrid rockets experience O/F shifts during
the course of the burn such that corrections to oxidizer mass flow rate are needed to maintain
ideal conditions. These severe disadvantages result in a high degree of complexity when
modeling and designing a hybrid rocket system.1,2
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Recently, hybrids have been used in low-atmosphere application, such as NASA’s
Peregrine sounding rocket. Research and development into fast burning fuels such as paraffin
wax, has made this possible, although some advancement is still needed before this technology
can be viable for launch to orbit. An alternative application for hybrid rockets may be as
thrusters for CubeSats or other small scale satellites. Low cost propellant and design simplicity
has the potential to allow smaller organizations or universities to direct satellites which would
otherwise be left to drift after ejection from a primary launch vehicle.
1.2 Literature Review and Research Motivations
The most plausible way to increase thrust levels of hybrid propellant rockets is to
enhance the burning rate of the solid fuel grain. In the past decade, several methods have been
developed to improve this solid fuel regression rate and raise the TRL for hybrid rockets.
Included among these are fuel formulation modifications and/or oxidizer flow field
modifications. Fuel formulation modification relates to the addition of energetic materials into
the solid fuel grain or through the use of alternative fuels such as paraffin wax or composite
fuels. Oxidizer flow field modification deals with the design of swirl injection systems,
manipulation of solid fuel grain port geometry, or through mechanical alterations to the grain.3-11
Several researchers in recent years have performed studies by varying the oxidizer flow
path in hybrid rockets. Bellomo et al.12 subjected paraffin wax grains to a 45° swirl injection
system, and observed regression rate enhancements of up to 51%. Similar works by Shinohara et
al.13 imposed a swirl number of 2 to the oxidizer stream and achieved up to 70% increase in
paraffin wax samples, and up to 30% in acrylic (PMMA), noting the differences in sensitivity.
Gomes et al.14, noted a regression rate increase of approximately 50% when a high degree of
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swirl was applied to a GOX/ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) system.
Additionally, Summers et al.15 subjected a N2O/hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB)
system to a variety of injectors with swirl numbers ranging from 0 to 1.15 and found that the
highest swirl, corresponding to an injector 60° off axis, produced a regression rate increase of
63%.
Another group of researchers, Lee et al.16 utilized a 3-D printing technique to add troughs
to several PMMA grains at varying pitch. They were able to show increased regression rate with
tighter turning angle and, when combining this particular port geometry with a swirl injection
system, noticed regression rate enhancement of nearly 250% over straight port PMMA samples.
Other works by Fuller et al.17 of The Aerospace Corporation (AC) have shown proof of concept
models as to the types of complex port geometry that can be applied to polymeric hybrid fuel
grains using stereolithography. Others have utilized 3-D printing of fuels as well. Dushku et al.18
developed a small scale hybrid motor to use in CubeSat propulsion, although this motor
employed a simple straight-port design.
The primary work of this thesis was to enhance regression rate (and subsequently, thrust)
through oxidizer flow field modifications. This was accomplished by inducing swirling flow
through solid fuel port geometry using rapid prototyping technology and also by applying swirl
injection. The intent is to expand and validate on those similar works previously mentioned, as
well as to propose new geometric configurations with superior performance that can further the
TRL of hybrid rocket propulsion systems for use in space applications.
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1.3 Research Objective
The main objective of this research is to enhance the burning rate of the solid fuel grain
such that high levels of thrust and increased performance can be achieved. Hence, the currently
limited application of hybrid rockets can be advanced to provide a relatively cheap and
accessible propulsion system for space application. Individual goals for this project were:
1) Demonstrate the ability of 3-D printing technology to print paraffin wax or polymeric
fuels as part of a hybrid rocket solid fuel composite grain
2) Study the effects of pitch for geometric port configurations
3) Modify the injection system for the LGCP hybrid rocket motor to decrease the pressure
transient duration from the onset of ignition to the attainment of peak pressure and to
provide the option for swirl injection
4) Test new fuel formulations and geometric configurations in the LGCP hybrid rocket
motor to determine regression enhancements (or decreases) associated with each grain
and recommend advantageous configurations for scale-up testing
1.4 Description of Grains Used in Testing
With the use of rapid prototyping technology as a tool, grain configurations of immense
complexity can be produced with no additional machining cost. Several samples provided for
this research from members of The Aerospace Corporation can be seen in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3.
Several straight-port samples of each material were tested to provide a comparison of material
characteristics with those accepted correlations by Zilliac and Karabeyoglu. 3 A straight-port
acrylic sample is shown in (A) of Fig 1.2. A second grain design tested was termed a “star-swirl”
configuration, as seen in (B) and (C) of Fig 1.2. Here a six pointed star port was swept through
5

the grain at turning angles of either 1/8-, 1/4-, or 1/2-turn per inch (tpi) with the intent to guide flow
around the star’s channels. Photographs depicting this variation in pitch can be seen in Fig. 1.4.
A third geometry tested was termed a “turbulator” configuration. This design is seen in (D) of
Fig 1.2 as part of a fully printed grain and also in Fig 1.3 with two different styles of turbulator
insert. 3-vane and single-vane inserts were used with cast paraffin wax. With this design, the port
is initially straight and cylindrical. As burning progresses, the more quickly regressing paraffin
fuel is removed to reveal vanes of a more slowly regressing ABS or acrylic polymer. Here the
expectation is that swirl in the combustion gases will be induced by contact with the protruding
vanes. The inserts of Fig 1.3 are used with cast paraffin wax to allow the addition of energetic
particles. The hexagonal honeycomb structure seen in paraffin/acrylic grains was chosen as a
method to retain the paraffin during the print and provide structural strength as well as
minimizing paraffin slumping during the burn. The honeycomb structure is expanded upon in
later sections.
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Straight-port acrylic

Star-swirl acrylic

(A)

(B)

Star-swirl Paraffin/acrylic

Turbulator paraffin/acrylic

(D)

(C)

Figure 1.2 Photographs of (A) Straight cylindrical port acrylic (PMMA) fuel grain, (B) Star-swirl acrylic fuel grain, (C) Star-swirl
paraffin/acrylic honeycomb fuel grain, (D) Turbulator paraffin/acrylic honeycomb fuel grain
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(A)

(B)

(C)
Figure 1.3 Photographs of (A) ABS single-vane turbulator inset (top view), (B) ABS
single-vane turbulator insert (alternate view), and (C) Acrylic 3-vane turbulator insert
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1/8 tpi

1/4 tpi

1/2 tpi

Figure 1.4 Pitch comparison for acrylic star-swirl port geometry

Other grains tested were cast paraffin wax. Straight-port cast paraffin grains, alongside
straight-port cast paraffin with dispersed micron-size aluminum particles, were used primarily to
characterize the LGCP’s swirl injectors. They also provide points of comparison to the various
printed honeycomb based grain designs.
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CHAPTER 2 Methods of Approach
2.1 Chemical Equilibrium Analysis
Before firing any of the aforementioned grains in the Long Grain Center-Perforated
hybrid rocket motor, chemical equilibrium analysis was completed for each fuel formulation.
With a NASA developed code called CEA2, it was possible to determine the specific impulse
(Isp) and characteristic velocity (c*) corresponding to each oxygen-to-fuel ratio (O/F). This tool
was utilized to determine an optimal test O/F and tailor each test closely to this condition. For
these calculations chamber pressure was defined based upon previous firings of the LGCP hybrid
rocket motor set-up. Similar conditions were used in a number of motor firings from previous
years.6, 7, 19, 20 These scenarios were run assuming equilibrium products rather than frozen flow at
the nozzle throat. Gaseous oxygen from the NASA CEA2 code database was chosen as the
oxidizer for this analysis while the fuels were input manually using the chemical formulas and
other properties provided below in Table 1. A sample CEA2 code input file for a paraffin/acrylic
honeycomb style grain is provided in Appendix A.
Table 2.1 Summary of Fuel Properties Input into NASA CEA2 Code
Fuel
Formula
Molecular Weight
Density Heat of Formation
(kg/kmol)
(kg/m3)
(hf)
Paraffin
C32H66
450.9
920
-166.5 (Kcal/mol)
PMMA
(C5H8O2)n
100.0
1100
-102.9 (Kcal/mol)
HTPB
(C7.337H10.982O0.058)n
100.0
930
-2.97 (Kcal/mol)
ABS
(C3.85H4.85N0.43)n
57.1
975
62.6 (kJ/mol)

Source
[3]
[3]
[3]
[21]

2.2 Printing of Hybrid Fuel Grains
Each printed acrylic or paraffin/acrylic composite style grain was produced using a multijet modeling process at The Aerospace Corporation. Here two separate nozzles eject either a
10

paraffin filler material or acrylic polymer which quickly harden upon contact with the previous
layer. A SolidWorks® solid model is first created with the form of the part to be produced. The
part is then saved as a “.stl” file which is provided to the printer for fabrication. The machine
itself builds the part from bottom to top in very thin successive layers.
The specific machine used to print composite paraffin/acrylic honeycomb grains was a
3D Systems ProJet® HD 3500 printer as seen in Fig 2.1. This machine is capable of producing a
build volume of 203 x 178 x 152 mm (8 x 7 x 6 inch) in its Ultra High Definition (UHD) mode
but can also be manipulated to produce larger build volumes in lower definition. The paraffin
support material was designated VisiJet® S300 by 3D Systems and has a melting point of
approximately 60 °C. The acrylic polymer was designated VisiJet® Crystal. This machine was
originally designed to produce solid acrylic parts with paraffin being printed as a support to fill
voids. The machine has the ability to produce acrylic features as small as 0.25mm (0.01 inch).
The intention of the manufacturers was to later melt out the paraffin support leaving an intact
acrylic piece. Since paraffin is very beneficial as a hybrid fuel, several modifications were made
to the SolidWorks® drawings to allow for its incorporation in the final composite fuel grain. One
problem that arose while trying to retain this paraffin wax was that a design could not be created
with closed cells (so the paraffin filler could be later removed). This difficulty was overcome by
perforating the SolidWorks® models with arrays of “virtual holes”, too small to be resolved
during the print and thereby leaving paraffin cells fully enclosed by acrylic. These particular
cells were chosen to form hexagonal structures termed “honeycombs” with thin 1/4 mm acrylic
walls surrounding the paraffin wax. This thickness is specified as the minimum resolution of the
machine. These “honeycombs” can be seen in Fig 2.2. ABS and acrylic turbulators were also
manufactured in like fashion.
11

Figure 2.1 Photograph of a 3D Systems ProJet® HD 3500 Printer

Turbulator
Vane

Honeycomb
Cells

Fig 2.2 Photograph of turbulator honeycomb grain with highlighted acrylic features
(Minimum ruler graduations are millimeters)
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2.3 Casting of Hybrid Fuel Grains
Theoretically energetic additives could be dispersed within the paraffin wax VisiJet®
S300 or acrylic VisiJet® Crystal materials and printed directly into the hybrid rocket fuel grain.
However, lack of previous work on the subject leads to hesitation in allowing the printing of
these particles. It must first be proven that these particles will not agglomerate in the melted fuels
such that they will not clog the printing nozzles and damage the machinery.
To circumvent these problems a thin turbulator shell of either ABS or acrylic polymer
was first printed before later casting paraffin wax containing dispersed energetic particles around
the shell. In order to produce these cast motors, a turbulator shell was first printed separately,
then glued into a paper-phenolic sleeve. A wax mold seen in Fig 2.3, of 40.6 cm (16″) length was
heated to 80 °C to avoid solidification of the paraffin wax upon contact. The sleeve containing
the turbulator insert was placed into the mold and wax was poured through the filling port with
only a small volume poured at a time. The mold was next placed into a centrifuge, as seen in Fig
2.4, and allowed to settle for an hour. Consecutive pours were completed until the mold was
sufficiently filled. The centrifuge was necessary to apply centrifugal force to the paraffin wax,
because it experiences significant shrinkage during solidification. This shrinkage can be as
significant as 13%.22 By using this method wax was assured to be in close contact with the wall
of the turbulator insert.
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Fig 2.3 Casting mold for paraffin wax based fuel grains

Fig 2.4 Centrifuge for use with the paraffin wax mold

Turbulator designs were used for both casting with pure wax and with wax containing
dispersed 30-micron spherical Silberline® aluminum particles. Straight-port samples were also
produced to compare against turbulator designs. Aluminum weight percentage was determined
by using Equation (2.1).

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑙 =

(𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚)
𝑥 100
(𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚 + 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑎𝑥)
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(2.1)

For non-turbulator cast samples, a wire brush was used to roughen the interior of each
phenolic tube to enhance adhesion of paraffin to the wall. For early casts, an X-ray was taken to
confirm good bonding and minimal air pockets. Figure 2.5 shows a typical X-ray image for a
straight-port cast wax grain and a wax casting around a single-vane turbulator.

(A)

(B)
Figure 2.5 X-ray of (A) a cast SP paraffin wax motor and (B) a cast paraffin wax motor
with a single-vane turbulator insert

In addition to those grains produced by The Aerospace Corporation, several batches were
made in-house at the HPCL to provide additional fuel samples for testing. The procedure was
15

very similar to that performed at The Aerospace Corporation. Paraffin wax of formula C32H66,
was augmented with 5% microcrystalline wax in order to increase ductility and reduce cracking,
In addition, 0.2% Carbon Black was added for radiative shielding. With some formulations, 20
micron spherical aluminum particles were added to the base paraffin fuel in accordance with Eq.
(2.1). A sample mix sheet can be found in APPENDIX B.
Both waxes were placed into a mixing bowl. A heating fluid was pumped through a
jacket insulated by fiberglass to melt the fuel. Particles were added in 1/5 increments every
minute, for five total minutes. Mixer speed was increased slowly over the course of each minute
before being stopped for the insertion of the next set of particles. This mixing rig can be seen in
Fig. 2.6. At the completion of particle addition, the mixture was whisked vigorously by a
KitchenAid™ mixer for 15 minutes. Following this process, a small amount could be poured into
a phenolic tube. The tube was encased in a casting pipe, and placed on the lathe as seen in Fig.
2.7 for a period of an hour per pour. The 27 cm (10.5″) grain was then cut to appropriate lengths
of approximately 8 cm (3″) for testing.

16

Figure 2.6 High Pressure Combustion Laboratory’s mixing rig used for particle addition to
paraffin wax

Figure 2.7 Spinning of a cast wax fuel grain on a lathe
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2.4 Testing of Hybrid Fuel Grains in LCGP Hybrid Rocket Motor
The body of the LGCP hybrid rocket motor was constructed from a 53.3 cm (21″) long
stainless steel tube with an inner diameter of 3.8 cm (1.5″) and an outer diameter of 6.0 cm
(2.375″). The casing acts as a pressure vessel for chamber pressures of up to 12.1 MPa (1,750
psi). Because of unknown regression rate enhancements for certain geometric grain
configurations, pressure was kept between 0.69 MPa (100psi) and 2.1MPa (300 psi) for each test.
These pressures provided a factor of safety for the motor’s burst disk pressure (5.3MPa/750 psi).
Pressures within this range are likely in small scale satellites which exhaust to vacuum and
whose size limits the strength of available valves. A plug for the fore region of the casing is
integrated with the motor’s oxidizer feed system. A plug for the aft region of the motor encloses
an interchangeable graphite nozzle. Each nozzle was primarily selected as a means to control
chamber pressure rather than for optimization of thrust. The motor was originally designed to
house HTPB based motors 40.6 cm (16″) in length but was adjusted for shorter grains using a
series of hollow graphite filler tubes used to shield the steel. Motor length was chosen based
upon optimal O/F values (greatest Isp) deduced from NASA CEA2 code. Pressure transducers,
pre- and post-grain, are used to monitor chamber pressure. The motor casing was fixed to a set of
linear slider bearings, allowing it to move axially into a load cell for thrust measurement. A cross
section drawing of the LGCP can be seen in Fig. 2.8.
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Fig 2.8 Schematic diagram of the LGCP hybrid rocket motor and thrust stand

The LGCP’s oxidizer feed system consists of a six-bottle cluster of gaseous oxygen and a
purge system containing a single bottle of nitrogen gas. This nitrogen gas was used to terminate
combustion. Both clusters follow separate lines to a junction containing a flow control orifice.
Pressure transducers pre- and post-orifice in conjunction with a known orifice discharge
coefficient were used to monitor oxidizer mass flow rate. Both oxidizer and purge lines are
equipped with pneumatic valves and synced to a data acquisition system where they were
remotely triggered. Each line is equipped with a check valve to ensure proper flow direction.
This system can be seen schematically in Fig 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of the LGCP’s oxidizer feed system

For the purposes of this testing, a new oxidizer injector was designed. This injector
incorporates a variable length extension tube of 9.5 mm (3/8 ″) diameter to fill excess chamber
volume alongside the graphite tubes. Decreased free chamber volume was expected to diminish
the chamber pressurization transient from the onset of ignition to the maximum pressure. An
interchangeable cap was threaded onto the end of the extension tube. These caps allow for axial
injection (0°) or injection at angles of 45° or 55°. The injector assembly enters the combustion
chamber through hollow graphite filler materials and can be placed as close to the grain as
desired. A photograph of this assembly laid alongside the motor and its internal components can
be seen in Fig. 2.10. Approximate Swirl Numbers for each injector, at ignition, are provided
below in Eqs. (2.2) & (2.3). These approximations are based upon two simplifications of the
original swirl number equation. Here r, the radius of the injector hole from the central axis is a
constant, removing it from the integral. The tangential and radial components of velocity are
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determined from the injector angle, allowing for a cancellation of each integral. The other
simplification, based on grain and motor dimensions, is that Ri, the grain initial port radius, is
nearly identical to r, the injector hole radius at ignition, allowing for a cancellation. The final
swirl number is only dependent on the angle of the injector. It should be noted that some swirl
number derivations include a factor of 2/3 resulting from integration although it is omitted in Eqs.
(2.2) and (2.3).30
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Figure 2.10 Photograph of LGCP with internal components and modular injector
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(2.2)

(2.3)

2.5 Data Reduction Techniques
Straight-port samples of each material provided a means of comparison between the
materials used for these experiments and formulations used by other researchers. Each sample
was compared against an accepted correlation for paraffin wax and PMMA (acrylic) by Zilliac
and Karabeyoglu3. These correlations are given in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) for acrylic and paraffin,
respectively. Units for regression rate and oxidizer mass flux are mm/s and g/cm2-s, respectively.
̅ 0.615
𝑟̇ 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑐 = 0.087𝐺𝑜𝑥

(2.4)

̅ 0.62
𝑟̇ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 0.488𝐺𝑜𝑥

(2.5)

Regression rate for each sample tested were then plotted against these correlations. The
methodology used to determine regression rate for each of the various geometries is provided in
the following sections, 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. The percent increase to regression rate given in Chapter
3: Results and Discussion are as compared to the regression rate predicted by Eqs. (2.4) and
(2.5).
2.5.1 Data Reduction of Straight-Port and Turbulator-Type Port Geometry
Regression rate for each grain was determined based upon its geometry using one of two
methods. For straight-port and turbulator designs, regression rate was deduced utilizing the
standardized approach by the difference between averaged port diameter post- and pre-burn and
dividing the difference by the burn duration as shown in Eq. (2.6). These final and initial
diameters were determined simply by taking an average of the grain diameter at multiple
locations with a set of calipers. Average oxidizer mass flux for each sample of either straightport or turbulator geometry was determined using the known average oxidizer mass flow rate and
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dividing it by the average of port area pre- and post-burn as given in Eq. (2.7). Average oxidizer
mass flow rate was deduced from the flow control orifice in the oxidizer line.
𝐷𝑓 − 𝐷𝑖
2𝑡𝑏

𝑟̇ ̅ =
̃
̅ =
𝐺𝑜𝑥

4𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝜋(𝐷𝑓 + 𝐷𝑖 )2

(2.6)

(2.7)

2.5.2 Data Reduction of Complex Port Geometry
For complex geometries, such as the star-swirl, a separate method to determine regression
rate and oxidizer mass flux is necessary. A relatively recent method for modeling regression rate,
developed by Bath23 and McCully11 utilizes a form of image processing called binary edge
blurring. This involves designating surfaces in an image as either black or white and blurring a
certain number of pixels at the boundary. The number of pixels is related to a predicted
regression rate. These blurred pixels are then removed and the process loops. At the time of this
thesis, this was the only method available.
For simplicity, an alternative method to model regression rate was developed so the
process could be quickly repeated with only readily available CAD software. Here SolidWorks®
was used as a tool to model the surface regression of each grain. Using an “Offset Entities”
function in SolidWorks®, the surface of the original part drawing could be altered normal to each
exposed internal face. This behavior was postulated as the fuel regression processes, since the
adjacent diffusion flame is generally parallel to the local burning surface.
Post-burn measurements of the grain were taken with calipers and matched to a
characteristic offset for the part according to calculations obtained from Eq. (2.8). Here D stands
for distance of the offset rather than diameter, and subscripts r and v correspond to a naming
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convention of ridge and valley, respectively. The “ridges” are the port points closest to the star’s
center and the “valleys” are those farthest from the center. In reality the ridges and valleys
regress at different rates so Eq. (2.8) was chosen to provide a single characteristic regressed
distance for the entire interior surface. The characteristic offset is weighted towards the valley
regression rather than ridge regression since the ridges had a flame present on either side. A
correction is added to encompass the extra regression of the ridges and provide a more realistic
area for use in oxidizer mass flux calculations. This offset distance divided by the burn duration
provided the average regression rate as given in Eq. (2.9). Equations (2.10) and (2.11), show how
valley and ridge offsets were defined, with Dvf or Drf being post-burn valley-to-valley or ridge-to
ridge distance and Dvi or Dri being prior to the burn.

𝐷𝑐 = 𝐷𝑣 +

1
(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑣 )
3 𝑟

𝑟̇ ̅ =
̃

𝐷𝑐
𝑡𝑏

(2.8)

(2.9)

𝐷𝑣 =

1
(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑣𝑖 )
2 𝑣𝑓

(2.10)

𝐷𝑟 =

1
(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑟𝑖 )
2 𝑟𝑓

(2.11)

The power of using SolidWorks, for this analysis, is in its ability to find surface area in
terms of regressed surface distance. With this level of port complexity, it is nearly impossible to
determine an accurate average port area with any other method. Without an accurate port area,
average oxidizer mass flux will be inaccurate and regression rate results difficult to compare in a
quantitative sense.
By creating a “Design Study”, multiple incremental offsets could be processed in
succession with port-area and surface-area enlargement; thus, the complicated fuel grain contour
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at each offset can be related to the regressed amount. This procedure was continued until the
offset distance matched with the measured post-burn grain dimensions. For the purposes of this
work 30 incremental offsets were chosen to provide a significantly smooth curve without an
excess of computation time. Figure 2.11 provides a visual representation of one such SolidWorks
design study. Figure 2.12 shows the dependency of port area and surface area obtained from
SolidWorks® as a function of the offset distance. A reason for decreased surface area near the
end of the regression is a decrease of the wetted perimeter of the fuel grain, as the profile
approaches the outer grain diameter.

Figure 2.11 Port evolution of a star-swirl grain in SolidWorks® with regressed distance
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Figure 2.12 Dependency of port area and surface area on regressed distance for a star-swirl
grain

Given this information, a simple numerical analysis program could be created in
Microsoft Excel to utilize instantaneous data, and provide a more realistic average oxidizer mass
flux. Here the initial port area is known, Ap, such that a value of oxidizer mass flux can be found
as given by Eq. (2.12). With this oxidizer mass flux known, a regression rate can be determined
as given by Eq. (2.13). Although previous work to determine expressions for instantaneous
regression rate has been completed24, due to port complexity and variations to grain materials, an
average regression rate equation has been assumed to behave in similar fashion to instantaneous
regression rate. Letters a and n are the empirical constants given by Zilliac and Kaabeyoglu3 and
fc is a correction factor applied to correct for the non-cylindrical geometry. Multiplying this
regression rate by an appropriate predefined time interval gives the regressed distance over that
period of time as specified in Eq. (2.14). With a more recent regressed distance, a new port area
is known and subsequent iteration can be made. An average of each individual oxidizer mass
flux is taken to provide an overall average mass flux. These values of average regression rate and
average oxidizer mass flux are used for plotting purposes and for regression rate enhancement
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comparisons. The usefulness in this method to model regression rates is not limited to the STSW geometry. In theory, it could be applied to any port geometry.
𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝐴𝑝

(2.12)

𝑟̇ = 𝑓𝑐 𝑎𝐺𝑜𝑥 𝑛

(2.13)

𝐺𝑜𝑥 =

𝑟(𝑡) = ∫

𝑡𝑛+1

𝑟̇ (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = ∫

𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑛+1

𝑡𝑛

𝑛

𝑓𝑐 𝑎𝐺𝑜𝑥 𝑛 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑓𝑐 𝑎𝐺̃𝑜𝑥 ∆𝑡

(2.14)

where 𝐺̃𝑜𝑥 is the local average mass flux of the oxidizer between nth time tn and
(n+1)th time tn+1.
Average mass regression rate was determined for all geometries using Eq. 2.15 and by
definition, is the difference between initial and final grain mass divided by burn duration.
̅̇ 𝑓 =
𝑚
̃

𝑀𝑖 − 𝑀𝑓
𝑡𝑏

(2.15)

Calculation of average chamber pressure, oxidizer mass flow rate, oxidizer mass flux, etc.
was accomplished using Microsoft Excel with raw voltage data received from either LabVIEW
or Nicolet Vision sampling systems. Combustion efficiency was determined by first calculating
the characteristic velocity of each individual test, based on Eq. 2.16. This value was then divided
by an ideal characteristic velocity, as given by Eq. 2.17, where c*ideal was provided by NASA
CEA2 code for a given set of test conditions.
𝑃̅𝑐 𝐴∗
𝑐 =
𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 + 𝑚̇𝑓
∗

𝜂𝑐 =

𝑐∗
𝑐∗

(2.16)

(2.17)

𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
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The approach used to calculate uncertainty for linear and mass regression rates, as well as
combustion efficiency, is summarized in APPENDIX C and follows the approach of Risha28 and
Kline and McClintock29.
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CHAPTER 3
Results and Discussion
3.1 Chemical Equilibrium Analysis
NASA CEA2 provided valuable insight as to which testing conditions were ideal for a
given material or combination of materials. Figure 3.1 summarizes the vacuum specific impulse
value associated with given oxygen-to-fuel ratios for various materials of interest at a chamber
pressure of 300psi (common test pressure for LGCP). As can be seen from the figure, paraffin
based fuels have a maximum specific impulse of approximately 299 seconds at an O/F ratio of
2.5. By adding 20 wt% micron-sized aluminum powder to the paraffin mixture, the maximum
specific impulse is nearly identical, however the ideal operating conditions are shifted to a lower
O/F value of 1.9. Other materials such as acrylic provide significantly lower specific impulse and
tend to peak at an O/F of about 1.4. When this acrylic is added into the honeycomb matrix
previously mentioned (~20 wt%), the specific impulse of the fuel drops several seconds. The
optimal O/F ratio shift also changes to a value of 2.2.
This information was crucial to the design of each test. The intent was to keep conditions
realistic in order to have meaningful results. In practice, this proved to be somewhat difficult for
certain geometric configurations. Conditions for unusual grain geometry proved difficult to
predict, with combustion properties varying significantly with regression rate. Ideal characteristic
velocity (c*) was also obtained using NASA CEA2 code in order to establish a combustion
efficiency for each grain at its given test condition.
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Vacuum Specific Impulse (s)

Vacuum Specific Impulse vs.
Oxygen-to-Fuel Ratio
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2.5

3.0

Oxygen to Fuel Ratio
Figure 3.1 Theoretical vacuum specific impulse for a range of materials and material
combinations tested

Performance calculations show little pressure dependency of either specific impulse or
characteristic velocity. This can be seen in Fig. 3.2 for paraffin wax fuel at pressures of 0.689
and 6.895 MPa (100 and 1000 psi). Less than 3% variation is observed over a range of O/F. This
result allows for comparison between the results obtained through testing in the LGCP to much
higher chamber pressure if needed. It should also be noted that for small scale satellites, low
chamber pressure is likely preferable, since nozzle expansion is to vacuum and small commercial
valves are unable to handle high oxidizer feed pressures.
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Specific Impulse vs O/F Ratio
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Figure 3.2 Pressure dependency of (A) Specific impulse and (B) Characteristic velocity
with O/F ratio for paraffin wax fuel

3.2 Printing Results
The printing of acrylic based polymers was straightforward with few difficulties. Some
finished acrylic grains can be seen in Fig. 1.2 (A) and (B). The 3D Systems ProJet® HD 3500
printer used to print this material was specifically designed to make acrylic parts. Difficulties
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arose when trying to manipulate the machine to print and maintain paraffin wax. As mentioned
in a previous section, the wax is initially intended to be a supporting material for acrylic in order
to fill voids and then later melted away leaving a skeleton of pure acrylic. It is only by
manipulation of the SolidWorks® part drawing through the inclusion of micro perforations (too
small for the printer to differentiate) that paraffin fuel could be incorporated in the finished fuel
grain. Errors were common in the first few honeycomb grains until the need for and placement of
these perforations was understood. Figure 3.3A shows an example of one such error that
occurred during an early attempt to print a paraffin/acrylic honeycomb star-swirl grain. Here the
center of the grain was purely acrylic whereas it was intended to be a honeycomb structure like
the corrected paraffin/acrylic star-swirl grain of Fig 3.3B.
Also of note were traces of paraffin clogging the vanes of each honeycomb star-swirl
grain. However, because of the minimal amount of paraffin and significantly faster regression
rate of wax clogging the channels, in comparison with that of the acrylic bounding walls, errors
in the resulting post-test regression analysis were deemed minimal. Other prints, such as ABS or
acrylic shells for casting occurred with little difficulty.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.3 Photographs of (A) Star-swirl paraffin/acrylic grain with a port error containing
only acrylic and (B) Paraffin/acrylic star-swirl grain with corrected port

3.3 Casting Results
Casting of paraffin based grains at The Aerospace Corporation has provided relatively
uniform and homogeneous samples. This casting process has been much improved in recent
years through collaboration between the HPCL and The Aerospace Corporation during the M.S.
Thesis work of Daniel Larson25. However, recurring problems such as delamination of the
paraffin wax from the paper phenolic cartridge was still present in many samples. This
delamination was remedied by application of a thin layer of epoxy to the outer surface of the
paraffin grain and sliding the grain back into the paper-phenolic casing. A photograph of the
aforementioned delamination can be seen in Fig. 3.4, with the grain partially slid outside of the
casing. This delamination was also noticed on occasion in those grains cast at the HPCL.
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Figure 3.4 Delamination of a cast paraffin grain from its paper phenolic casing

For cast grains containing a turbulator insert, as shown in Fig. 3.5A, a layer of epoxy was
applied to the exterior of the insert, and then encased in the paper-phenolic tube. This proved to
be a successful method of bonding. Turbulator vanes on the interior of the insert proved
sufficient to hold the paraffin wax in place in close proximity to the walls. A photograph of a 3vane turbulator insert filled with paraffin wax can be seen in Fig. 3.5B. As mentioned previously,
an x-ray image of each cast provided proof that a minimum of air pockets were present. For
paraffin wax castings with aluminum particles, the particles remained well dispersed.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.5 Photograph of (A) 3-Vane printed acrylic turbulator insert and (B) 3-Vane
printed acrylic turbulator insert filled with paraffin wax

Additional castings performed at the HPCL proved successful. Overfill of the first trial
grain resulted in cracking as seen in Fig. 3.6. This occurance reinforcing the knowledge that only
thin layers of paraffin wax can be cast at a time. An initial pour of 2/3 the max volume, with a
subsequent filling pour proved to consistently produce a crack free grain. Delamination of the
grain from the phenolic tube was remedied by a thin layer of epoxy between the paraffin and
phenolic following the cast. Casting on a lathe allowed the paraffin to remain in close proximity
to the tube walls, albeit un-bonded in some situations.
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Figure 3.6 Cracking present in an early phase of paraffin grain casting where too large of a
volume was introduced to the mold

3.4 LGCP Hybrid Rocket Motor Firing Test Results
Figure 3.7 shows a typical LGCP motor firing. A set of pressure-time traces for each test
allowed for the determination of run duration, oxidizer flow rate, and chamber pressure. A
typical LGCP pressure-time trace can be found in Fig. 3.8. Here the blue trace represents
pressure upstream of the flow control orifice and the red and green traces represent chamber
pressure pre-and post- grain, respectively. These traces have shown a half second decrease in the
pressure transient from the onset of ignition to the peak pressure after the installation of the new
oxidizer injector extension. Examination of each pressure trace shows an approximate halfsecond pressurization period after ignition before eventually steadying for the majority of the
burn. This is followed by a sharp drop in chamber pressure as the nitrogen purge reaches the
grain. This reduced pressurization period is critical to burns of such short duration to have the
majority of the firing performed at a steady pressure. Three feet of tubing are responsible for the
delay between oxygen shutoff and the beginning of the nitrogen purge.
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Fig 3.7 Photograph of a typical LGCP test firing

Figure 3.8 Pressure-time trace for a typical LGCP firing with key events highlighted

Each test was limited in duration by the 32mm (1.25″) diameter of the sample. In order to
achieve meaningful post-test measurements, this maximum allowable grain diameter was no
greater than 30mm (1.2″) to ensure web thickness remained. For quickly-regressing paraffin
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based materials this duration was around 4 seconds, while acrylic based grains took between 5
and 12 seconds depending on the regression enhancement of the grain geometry and the oxidizer
mass flux.
3.4.1 Test Results for Printed Grains
Several interesting results have been found from the various printed fuel grains. Acrylic
straight-port (SP) samples show comparable regression rates to the correlation of Eq. (2.2). It
should be noted that the difference in trend for the Gox = 145 kg/m2-s test was the result of a
highly fuel lean O/F ratio. This grain was 2.5x shorter than the grain tested at a Gox of 72 kg/m2s. Acrylic grains with star-swirl (ST-SW) port geometry have shown significant increases to
regression rate over the published correlation and have demonstrated a definitive relationship
between regression rate and pitch. These samples have provided average regression rate
increases of approximately 60%, 180%, and 250% for pitches of 1/8-, 1/4-, and 1/2-tpi respectively.
Observation of each acrylic star-swirl grain post-burn shows deepening channels with axial
distance down the grain, signifying that some entry length is required before the majority of the
flow is guided by the channels. Another interesting result occurring only in the 1/2-tpi acrylic
star-swirl grains, were uniform pockets located within the vanes at the aft end of the sample
where flow seems to have begun to jump over the channel ridges. This likely signifies that a
heavily turbulent flow pattern occurred within these grains which would have contributed to
enhanced regression rate. This phenomenon is shown in Fig 3.9. A summary of test data for all
printed acrylic grains is shown graphically in Fig. 3.10 with tabulated data in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.9 Pocketing observed within the star channels of ½-tpi ST-SW acrylic grains

Figure 3.10 Regression rate vs. oxidizer mass flux for various types of pure acrylic grains
(Uncertainty was less than 5% for all tests)
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Table 3.1 Test data summary for various types of acrylic based fuel grains
Acrylic
Length
(cm/inch)

Average Pressure
(MPa/psig)

Average Oxidizer
Mass Flux (kg/m2-s)

Average
Regression Rate
(mm/s)

% Increase of
Average
Regression Rate

Average Mass
Burning Rate (kg/s)

SP

11/4.5

0.869/126

145.3

0.39

-12

0.0020

SP

25/10

1.193/173

72.1

0.41

41

0.0083

ST-SW (1/8 tpi)

10/4

1.324/192

47.9

0.35

51

0.0045

ST-SW (1/8 tpi)

10/4

0.986/143

80.9

0.53

69

0.0068

ST-SW (1/4 tpi)
ST-SW (1/4 tpi)

10/4
10/4

1.896/275

41.2

0.59
Burnout

183

0.0070

ST-SW (1/2 tpi)

10/4

1.241/180

46.5

0.76

237

0.0091

ST-SW (1/2 tpi)

10/4

1.737/252

85.7

1.20

268

0.0160

Geometry

Straight-port (SP) samples of the paraffin/acrylic honeycomb (HC) grains proved to have
regression rates approximately 15% lower than those of corresponding cast paraffin. This result
was reasonable due to the appreciable amounts (~20% by wt.) of slow burning acrylic present in
the structure (See Fig. 3.11). Turbulator (TRB) designs containing honeycombs straddle the
correlation for paraffin, but due to small sample size, it is difficult to draw conclusions about
regression rate enhancement. In contrast to the large regression rate enhancements of star-swirl
acrylic grains, similar star-swirl composite grains had no regression rate enhancement and
actually decreased the rate of fuel regression. It is conjectured that burnout of each honeycomb
cell into a U shaped groove disrupts the boundary layer flow of the fluid and act as tiny flowstraighteners, negating the swirl effects of the star-port channels. A photograph of this U shaped
honeycomb burnout can be seen in Fig. 3.12A.
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Figure 3.11 Regression rate vs. oxidizer mass flux for honeycomb containing, paraffin/acrylic
composite grains (Uncertainty was less than 5% for all tests)

(A)
(B)
(C)
Figure 3.12 Photographs of (A) U shaped channel formation in a SP honeycomb grain, (B) ¼tpi swept honeycomb grain, and (C) ¼-tpi swept honeycomb grain with larger honeycombs

Swirl injection applied to straight-port (SP) honeycomb grains, demonstrated only slight
regression rate enhancement of about 10% over their axially injected counterparts. This is likely
also due to burnout of the honeycombs into a U pattern as discussed previously. Another design
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designated a “Swept Honeycomb” was designed with the intent to use this U shaped groove
burnout, by sweeping the honeycomb and effectively creating mini channels. While the grooves
maintained their integrity and are clearly swept around the grain following the test, as seen in Fig
3.12B, the overall regression rate of the grain is actually several percentage points lower than its
axially-oriented honeycomb counterpart. Closer inspection revealed that the diffusion flame
standoff distance (~0.2 to 2.2 mm) was on the order of the channel width, and that the flame was
likely unable to follow the surface contour of the grain. This prediction was based on the
approach of Marxman.26 An iteration on this design, with a double sized honeycomb, brought the
regression rate up to the levels predicted for cast wax. These larger honeycombs decrease the
amount of acrylic present from approximately 20% to approximately 6%. A post-burn
photograph of this design can be seen in Fig. 3.11 C). In all honeycomb designs only trace
amounts of unburned paraffin was observed in the post-combustion chamber and nozzle of the
motor. A summary of the test data are given in Table 3.2. Grains containing large swept
honeycombs with 1/8-tpi pitch and grains subjected to 45º swirl injection were not included in
Fig. 3.11 because of similarity to other configurations. Uncertainty for regression rate and mass
burning rate of all printed grains is less than 5% and 20% respectively. For some formulations
only a limited number of tests were conducted. This was related to grain availability from project
sponsors at The Aerospace Corporation.
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Table 3.2 Test data summary for honeycomb containing paraffin/acrylic composite grains
Paraffin 80/Acrylic 20
Length
(cm/inch)

Average Pressure
(MPa/psig)

Average Oxidizer
Mass Flux (kg/m2-s)

Average
Regression Rate
(mm/s)

% Increase of
Average
Regression Rate

Average Mass
Burning Rate (kg/s)

SP

10/4

0.951/138

72.6

1.37

-18

0.0064

SP

10/4

1.372/199

109.7

1.85

-14

0.0093

TRB (1/2 tpi)

10/4

1.069/155

100.6

2.33

14

0.0128

TRB (1/2 tpi)

10/4

1.255/182

72.0

1.43

-14

0.0082

ST-SW (I/4 tpi)

10/4

SP 45° Injector

10/4

0.807/117

73.9

1.57

-7

0.0077

SP 45° Injector

10/4

0.979/142

128.8

2.15

-10

0.0125

SP 35° Injector

10/4

0.984/134

66.5

1.56

-2

0.0079

SP 35° Injector

10/4

1.096/159

128.8

2.46

3

0.0128

ST-SW (1/8 tpi)

10/4

0.837/120

52.5

0.96

-33

0.0081

ST-SW (1/8 tpi)

10/4

1.020/148

100.2

1.20

-40

0.0126

ST-SW (1/4 tpi)

10/4

0.882/128

55.1

1.26

-11

0.0104

ST-SW (1/4 tpi)

10/4

1.061/154

92.8

1.62

-17

0.0142

ST-SW (1/2 tpi)

10/4

0.861/125

56.1

1.21

-15

0.0097

ST-SW (1/2 tpi)

10/4

1.075/156

95.9

1.58

-20

0.0154

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

10/4

1.089/158

86.8

1.34

-28

0.0077

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

10/4

1.262/183

110.8

1.58

-27

0.0084

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

10/4

1.275/185

141.5

2.08

-18

0.0121

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

10/4

1.269/184

138.5

1.91

-24

0.0100

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

7.5/3

0.979/142

73.2

1.42

-15

0.0049

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

7.5/3

1.234/179

80.4

1.72

-3

0.0061

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

7.5/3

1.055/153

123.5

2.28

-2

0.0081

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

7.5/3

1.186/172

134.2

2.33

-5

0.0079

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

7.5/3

1.027/149

65.6

1.52

-3

0.0047

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

7.5/3

1.165/169

89.4

1.78

-6

0.0061

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

7.5/3

1.110/161

109.2

2.14

0

0.0076

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

7.5/3

1.234/179

133.1

2.39

-2

0.0089

Geometry

Defective Print

3.4.2 Test Results for Cast Grains
Poor bonding of several cast paraffin wax samples to the walls of the phenolic tube
resulted in burning between the tube and the wax or total burnout. When this occurred no data
could be obtained. A photograph of one such burnout can be found in Fig. 3.13. A thin layer of
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epoxy, applied to the rim of the grain at the location where the phenolic-tube and wax meet, was
used with some success to deter flow from entering the gap.

Figure 3.13 Burning between the paraffin wax and paper-phenolic tube

Fuel regression rate results for cast straight-port paraffin grains show very similar
performance to the correlation provided in Eq. (2.5). All four data points exhibit only several
percentage points of variation, with the wax formulation produced at The Aerospace Corporation
having a slightly higher regression rate than those produced at PSU (See Fig. 3.14). When 20
wt% micron-scale aluminum was added to the wax, the average regression rate increased by
around 15% (PSU) and 30% (AC). Wax used by AC had a lower melting point of ~60°C in
contrast with PSU’s wax with Tmelt ≈ 70°C. These results are consistent with the work completed
at the HPCL by Evans et al.7
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(AC)

Figure 3.14 Regression rate vs. oxidizer mass flux for various cast paraffin-based grains
(Uncertainty was less than 5% for all tests)

With a turbulator shell insert, substantial enhancements to regression rate were achieved.
The expected protrusion of each turbulator vane during the burn was observed and can be seen in
Fig. 3.15. With the addition of a single-vane ABS turbulator, cast paraffin regression rate
increases by an average of 35% and cast paraffin with 20 wt% micron aluminum shows an
average regression rate increase of 74%. With a three-vane turbulator addition to cast paraffin
wax, a 55% increase is shown for one test with a second grain burning much more quickly than
expected to the grain casing; therefore, the regression rate could not be deduced. A relatively low
number of tests with these turbulator designs make it difficult to evaluate exactly how much
regression rate enhancement could be achieved or which vane material were the most
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advantageous. It seems apparent however, that turbulators are beneficial to enhance regression
rate.

(A)
(B)
Figure 3.15 Protrusion of turbulator vanes in (A) Single-vane ABS turbulator and (B) 3Vane acrylic turbulator

Swirl injection applied to straight-port cast paraffin grains produced large increases to
regression rate. Swirl injection from the LGCP’s 55º injector, paired with cast wax grains from
PSU, produced an average regression rate increase of around 32%. After the addition of 20 wt%
micron-sized aluminum particles, the average regression rate enhancement increased to 44%.
These results are consistent with previous work on swirl injection.12-15 One result that should be
noted is that when grains produced by The Aerospace Corporation were subjected to similar
conditions, the regression rate enhancements were anomalously high. Previous testing with axial
injection had shown that formulations produced by Aerospace Corporation regressed more
quickly than those produced at PSU. However, these enhancements were not sufficient to expect
such high regression rate when subjected to swirl injection. Lower melting point wax used by
AC, with lower viscosity, would be more susceptible to shearing by the higher velocity gas flow
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and would have to account for this discrepancy, as it was the only difference between
formulations. Results for all cast grains are given in Table 3.3. Grains subjected to 45º injection
were excluded from Fig. 3.14 because of similarity to grains tested with 55º swirl injection.
Uncertainty for regression rate and mass burning rate for all cast grains were less than 5% and
20% respectively.
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Table 3.3 Test data summary for cast paraffin based fuel grains
Cast Paraffin
Average
Regression Rate
(mm/s)

% Increase of
Average
Regression Rate

Average Mass
Burning Rate
(kg/s)

2.22

7

0.0077

1.56

-3

0.0066

80.9

1.80

1

0.0062

227

114.1

2.28

3

0.0103

7.5/3

1.103/160

54.9

1.86

32

0.0064

SP - Al20% (PSU)

7.5/3

192

86.2

2.19

18

0.0077

SP - Al20% (PSU)

7.5/3

197

108.2

2.47

16

0.0091

SP - Al20% (PSU)

7.5/3

SP - Al20% (PSU)

7.5/3

213

110.1

2.54

18

0.0089

1-V ABS TRB 1/4 tpi

9/3.5

1.262/183

122.3

2.64

15

0.0131

1-V ABS TRB 1/4 tpi

7.5/3

0.986/143

76.2

2.65

55

0.0081

1-V ABS TRB 1/4 tpi
Al20%

9/3.5

1.351/196

97.6

3.54

76

0.0141

1-V ABS TRB 1/4 tpi
Al20%

7.5/3

1.045/151.6

71.5

2.86

72

0.0097

SP 45° Injector (AC)

7.5/3

0.972/141
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2.87

122

0.0085

SP 45° Injector (AC)

7.5/3

0.765/111

69.5

4.71

189

0.0148

SP 35° Injector (AC)

7.5/3

0.772/112

42.7

2.49

107

0.0149

SP 35° Injector (AC)

7.5/3

0.883/128

86.7

5.09

273

0.0149

SP 35° Injector (PSU)

7.5/3

181

75

2.46

45

0.0088

SP 35° Injector (PSU)

7.5/3

SP 35° Injector (PSU)

7.5/3

179

124.7

2.79

20

0.0089

SP - Al20% (PSU)
35° Injector

7.5/3

188

63

2.10

37

0.0077

SP - Al20% (PSU)
35° Injector

7.5/3

166

89.2

2.57

36

0.0086

SP - Al20% (PSU)
35° Injector

7.5/3

197

91.5

3.05

58

0.0110

SP - Al20% (PSU)
35° Injector

7.5/3

SP - Al20% (PSU)
35° Injector

7.5/3

156

123.2

3.32

44

0.0114

3-V PMMA TRB
1/4 tpi

7.5/3

1.041/151

73.6

2.58

53

0.0109

3-V PMMA TRB
1/4 tpi

7.5/3

0.985/143

52.3

>4.93

?

0.0181

Length
(cm/inch)

Average Pressure
(MPa/psig)

Average Oxidizer
Mass Flux (kg/m2-s)

SP (AC)

9/3.5

1.193/173

102.6

SP (AC)

7.5/3

SP (PSU)

7.5/3

157

67.7

SP (PSU)

7.5/3

175

SP (PSU)

7.5/3

SP (AC)

7.5/3

SP - Al20% (AC)

9/3.5

SP - Al20% (AC)

Geometry

Burnout

Burnout

Burnout

Burnout
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3.5 Combustion Efficiency for Various Configurations
c* combustion efficiency is a very important criterion for hybrid rockets and especially in
the small scale applications where fuel grains of this nature are applicable. In applications such
as CubeSats or other small scale satellites the long post-combustion chambers typically
associated with hybrid rockets are not viable, so configurations must combine good combustion
efficiency in a small package.
Combustion efficiency was calculated for the test results of paraffin based grains. All
conducted tests utilized the same post-combustion chamber to avoid any effect of varying postgrain reaction volume. Combustion efficiency for straight-port cast paraffin grains was
calculated to be on average 78% within the LGCP motor. By comparison cast wax containing
20% micron-sized aluminum particles had a higher average combustion efficiency of 82%.
Results from NASA CEA2 code indicated that this is likely related to the higher flame
temperature (~150K) associated with combustion of metalized solid-fuel grains. Even in a
relatively short motor like the LGCP, and with micron-sized Al particles, residence time is
sufficient to complete particle burning27, 28. Also of note is that straight-port honeycomb style
grains have shown a better efficiency than straight-port cast wax, with ηc around 82%. This was
expected as the cell structure controls the slumping of melted wax. Considerably less unburned
wax was found on the nozzle regions of the motor post-firing. When these honeycombs were
swept around the grain, ηc rises to an average of 88%. Although regression rate is lessened,
enhanced mixing caused by flow around and over the channels and lessened mass of fuel
entering the stream enhances the completion percentage of reactions. When this style grain was
modified to increase the size of the honeycombs, the regression rate increase caused the
combustion efficiency to decrease. It seems that the decreased percentage of acrylic (~6% vs
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~20%) allowed enough extra fuel to enter the gas stream, that the extent of complete combustion
was greatly lessened.
Swirl injection appears to increase combustion efficiency for straight-port cast paraffin
grains produced at PSU but greatly lessen combustion efficiency for those produced by AC.
Greater path length would result in higher flow velocity (higher effective Reynolds number) with
better mixing and heightened heat release. It appears that this additional heat release is sufficient
to counteract the faster regression rate (~33% higher) of the fuel surface (greater volume of fuel
entering the gas stream) leading to an increased percentage of complete combustion for the
higher melting point grains produced at PSU. Swirl injection applied to lower melting point SP
cast grains from AC decreased combustion efficiency significantly because of the very large
increases to regression rate (~190% higher). Increases to heat release associated with swirl is not
sufficient to fully combust the comparatively large amounts of extra wax entering the gas stream.
Swirl injection proves beneficial to enhance combustion efficiency for straight-port honeycomb
grains to an average of 85%, while still increasing regression rate to levels predicted by the
paraffin correlation. For this configuration, more complete combustion is the result of increased
heat release but only minimal amounts of extra paraffin entering the gas stream. For straight-port
cast grains containing micron-sized aluminum particles, a balance is struck between the increases
to regression rate and extra heat addition from swirl injection. Here no change to combustion
efficiency is noted. A summary of combustion efficiency for these tests alongside the respective
O/F ratio is provided in Table 3.4. Peak O/F can be found in Fig. 3.1. Uncertainty results for all
grains in Table 3.4 were calculated to be less than 3%.
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Table 3.4 Summary of combustion efficiency for paraffin grains of varying composition
Paraffin

Paraffin/Aluminum (80/20)
O/F ηc

Paraffin/Acrylic (80/20)
O/F ηc

O/F

ηc

Straight Port (SP) -PSU

1.62

0.69

Straight Port (SP)

1.63

0.67

Straight Port (SP)

1.43

0.78

Straight Port (SP) - PSU

2.09

0.89

Straight Port (SP)

1.91

0.81

Straight Port (SP)

2.03

0.85

Straight Port (SP) - PSU

2.17

0.75

Straight Port (SP)

2.10

0.85

AVG

0.82

AVG

0.78

Straight Port (SP)

2.41

0.96

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

1.40

0.79

2.51

0.78

AVG

0.82

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

1.53

0.83

AVG

0.78

SP 35° Injector

1.38

0.80

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

1.67

0.92

SP 45° Injector - AC

1.22

0.75

SP 35° Injector

1.40

0.91

Swept HC (1/4 tpi)

1.92

1.00

SP 45° Injector - AC

1.24

0.71

SP 35° Injector

1.61

0.75

AVG

0.88

AVG

0.73

SP 35° Injector

1.62

0.81

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

2.19

0.71

SP 35° Injector - PSU

1.62

0.83

AVG

0.82

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

2.30

0.84

SP 35° Injector - PSU

2.00

0.80

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

2.25

0.72

AVG

0.82

Lg Swept HC (1/8tpi)

2.71

0.80

SP 35° Injector - AC

1.38

0.77

AVG

0.77

SP 35° Injector - AC

1.78

0.61

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

2.31

0.85

AVG

0.69

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

2.28

0.83

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

2.40

0.77

Lg Swept HC (1/4tpi)

2.42

0.75

AVG

0.80

SP 45° Injector

1.30

0.79

SP 45° Injector

1.55

0.86

AVG

0.83

SP 35° Injector

1.56

0.79

SP 35° Injector

1.69

0.90

AVG

0.85

Straight Port (SP) - AC
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CHAPTER 4
Summary and Conclusions
1) Multi-jet modeling has been used to print hybrid rocket fuel grains. Composite grains
containing cells of acrylic filled with paraffin show similar regression rates to those of
cast paraffin and with greater structural rigidity.
2) A new modular injector for the LGCP was effectively designed to allow for swirl
injection and to decrease ignition pressurization time between the onset of ignition and
maximum pressure.
3) The method of using SolidWorks® to analyze regression rate for complex port geometry
has been expanded upon by adding a simple numerical iteration program to more
accurately predict average oxidizer mass flux. This method provides a quick way to
accurately deduce regression rate for very complex port geometry.
4) Acrylic star-swirl grains have been shown to exhibit a much higher regression rate than
baseline straight-port samples and show a definitive increase to regression rate with
higher number of turns per unit length. For ½-tpi grains, average regression rate increase
was as large as 250%. This geometry does not appear to be beneficial to regression rate
for honeycomb style grains and actually decreases the regression rate. This is likely the
result of flow straightening by U shaped channels formed from the honeycombs during
combustion.
5) Swept honeycomb grains were designed to induce swirl by making use of the U-shaped
channel created during honeycomb combustion. The reduction of regression rate was
found to be caused by the increase of diffusion flame stand-off distance from the
regressing fuel surface. Essentially due to the presence of slow-burning acrylic material,
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small honeycomb channels prevent the diffusion flame to transfer sufficient heat to the
fuel surface; thus, the overall fuel regression rate decreases. Design iteration using larger
sized swept honeycombs cells showed an increase in fuel regression rate in comparison to
the cast paraffin correlation.
6) Turbulator designs with cast wax show large increases to regression rate. However, small
sample size makes it difficult to determine the exact percentage of regression rate
increase or the ideal number of vanes needed. The type of vane material (e.g., ABS,
acrylic, or other polymers) could also have influence on the overall regression rate
7) Swirl injection has been shown to increase regression rate by over 30% for straight-port
cast paraffin and over 40% for straight-port cast paraffin with dispersed 20 wt% micronsize aluminum particles. These results are consistent with previous works. Only minimal
increase to regression rate was noted for honeycomb grains, likely caused by flow
straightening within the U shaped channels formed by unburned portions of acrylic
material.
8) Cast paraffin grains subjected to swirl injection were found to have comparable
regression rate increases to those cast grains containing turbulator vanes.
9) Combustion efficiency (ηc) was found to increase by around 4% for honeycomb grains in
comparison with cast paraffin grains. In addition, averaged ηc for swept honeycombs was
found to increase up to 10%. This is believed to be caused by enhanced turbulent mixing

between the oxidizer stream and vaporized fuel, when crossing over the channel ridges of
unburned portion of acrylic partitions. It is interesting to note that with increasing
honeycomb size, the combustion efficiency was reduced slightly.
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10) Addition of micron-sized aluminum particles into the wax fuel grains increases
combustion efficiency slightly in addition to increasing overall fuel regression rate. This
is believed to be caused partly by higher combustion temperature associated with
metalized fuel grains.
11) Swirl injection increases effective Reynolds number and increases the amount of heat
released during combustion. The extent to which this extra heat release can increase
combustion efficiency appears to be highly dependent on the amount of fuel entering the
gas stream (fuel regression rate). For straight-port cast paraffin grains subjected to swirl
injection, 70 Celsius melting point wax from PSU showed small increases to combustion
efficiency, while 60 Celsius melting point wax from AC showed large decreases to
combustion efficiency and was the result of much higher regression rate. For straight-port
honeycomb grains subjected to swirl injection, a slight increase to combustion efficiency
was noted over straight-port honeycomb grains with axial injection. This was likely the
result of increased heat release and minimal increase to regression rate.
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APPENDIX A Sample Input File for NASA CEA2 Code

APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX B Sample of Casting Batch Mix Sheet
Date:1/17 & 20/2014
Participants: Derrick Armold

Manufacturer

Batch Number: 3
Mixture Chart
Material

Weight
Percentage

Mass Added

Base Material
CandleWic
CandleWic

Johnson Matthey Inc

Paraffin
Micro 180 Wax
Carbon Black
Additives
20 Micron Spherical Aluminum
powder
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75.848%
3.992%
0.16%

834.3g
43.9g
1.76g

20%

220g

Total Mass
Grains Produced

1100g
9 x 3”

APPENDIX C Error Analysis
Uncertainty analysis for surface and mass regression rates can be determined using Eq.
(B.1). The method of approach is based upon previous work using the LGCP by Risha28 and
follows the methodology of Kline and McClintok29. Because of project similarity, uncertainty
associated with various independent parameters also follows the work of Risha29, and are
provided in Table B.1.
(B.1)

n

2
∂Q
uQ = √∑ ( uxi )
∂xi
i=1

Where:
uQ: Uncertainty of quantity Q
Q: Dependent quantity in which an uncertainty analysis is applied
Xi: Independent quantity with some uncertainty associated with it
∂Q
∂xi

: Partial derivative of the dependent quantity with respect to the independent quantity

Table B.1 Uncertainty of various measurements
Parameter
Title
umi
scale uncertainty
umf
scale uncertainty and paper phenolic tube deterioration
burn time and sampling rate uncertainty
u𝛥𝑡
Oxidizer mass flow rate uncertainty
u𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
uPc
Chamber pressure transducer instrument uncertainty
uDnoz
Nozzle throat measurement uncertainty
uDi
caliper uncertainty
uDf
caliper uncertainty and non-uniform port uncertainty
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Value
0.01
5.01
0.011
0.0005
3.00
0.0005
0.005
0.015

Unit
[g]
[g]
[s]
[kg/s]
[psi]
[in]
[in]
[in]

B.1 Mass Burning Rate Uncertainty
Mass burning rate was determined using Eq. (B.2). Uncertainty for mass burning rate was
determined using Eq. (B.1) and is provided in Eq. (B.3).

𝑚̇ =
̃

𝑀𝑖 − 𝑀𝑓
𝑡𝑏

𝛿𝑚̇ 2
𝛿𝑚̇ 2
𝛿𝑚̇ 2
𝑢𝑚̇ = √(𝑢𝑚𝑖
) + (𝑢𝑚𝑓
) + (𝑢𝛥𝑡
)
𝛿𝑚𝑖
𝛿𝑚𝑓
𝛿𝛥𝑡

(B.2)

(B.3)

The various partial derivatives are provided as Eqs. (B.4) to (B.6):
𝛿𝑚̇
1
=
𝛿𝑚𝑖
𝛥𝑡

(B.4)

𝛿𝑚̇
1
= −
𝛿𝑚𝑓
𝛥𝑡

(B.5)

𝑚𝑖 − 𝑚𝑓
𝛿𝑚̇
= −
𝛿𝛥𝑡
𝛥𝑡 2

(B.6)

B.2 Linear Regression Rate for Straight-Port and Turbulator-Type Grain Geometry
For simple straight-port geometry or turbulator-type grain geometry, average linear
regression rate was determined using Eq. (B.7). Through use of Eq. (B.1), the uncertainty of
linear regression rate is as shown in Eq. (B.8).
𝑟̇ ̅ =
̃

𝐷𝑓 − 𝐷𝑖
2𝑡𝑏
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(B.7)

𝑢𝑟̇ ̅ = √(𝑢𝐷𝑖

𝛿𝑟̇ 2
𝛿𝑟̇ 2
𝛿𝑟̇ 2
) + (𝑢𝐷𝑓
) + (𝑢𝛥𝑡
)
𝛿𝐷𝑖
𝛿𝐷𝑓
𝛿𝛥𝑡

(B.8)

The various partial derivatives associated with Eq. (B.8) are provided in Eqs. (B.9) to (B.11):
𝛿𝑟̇
1
=
𝛿𝐷𝑓
2𝛥𝑡

(B.9)

𝛿𝑟̇
1
= −
𝛿𝐷𝑖
2𝛥𝑡

(B.10)

𝐷𝑓 − 𝐷𝑖
𝛿𝑟̇
= −
𝛿𝛥𝑡
2𝛥𝑡 2

(B.11)

B.3 Linear Regression Rate for Star-Swirl Geometries
For star-swirl port geometry, average linear regression rate was calculated using Eq.
(B.12). Additional complexity in the evaluation of characteristic offset distance, Dc, is seen in
Eq. (B.13). Equations for characteristic valley offset and characteristic ridge offset are provided
in Eqs. (B.14) and (B.15), respectively. Uncertainty values for the various variables are defined
in Table B.2.
𝑟̇ ̅ =
̃
𝐷𝑐 = 𝐷𝑣 +
𝐷𝑣 =

𝐷𝑐
𝑡𝑏

1
(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑣 )
3 𝑟

1
(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑣𝑖 )
2 𝑣𝑓
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(B.12)

(B.13)

(B.14)

𝐷𝑟 =

1
(𝐷 − 𝐷𝑟𝑖 )
2 𝑟𝑓

Table B.2 Uncertainty associated with various star-swirl caliper measurements
Parameter
Title
Value
uDvi
Caliper uncertainty associated with star valleys (pre-burn)
0.005
uDvf
Caliper uncertainty and non-uniform valley depth
0.015
uncertainty
uDri
Caliper uncertainty associated with star ridges (pre-burn)
0.005
uDrf
Caliper uncertainty and non-uniform ridge height uncertainty 0.015

(B.15)

Unit
Inch
Inch
Inch
Inch

Through use of Eq. (B.1), uncertainty of linear regression rate for star-swirl geometries
was determined as shown in Eqs. (B.16) to (B.19).

𝛿𝑟̇ 2
𝛿𝑟̇ 2
𝑢𝑟̇ ̅ = √(𝑢𝐷𝑐
) + (𝑢𝛥𝑡
)
𝛿𝐷𝑐
𝛿𝛥𝑡

(B.16)

𝛿𝐷𝑐 2
𝛿𝐷𝑐 2
𝑢𝐷𝑐 = √(𝑢𝐷𝑣
) + (𝑢𝐷𝑟
)
𝛿𝐷𝑣
𝛿𝐷𝑟

(B.17)

2

(B.18)

2

(B.19)

𝛿𝐷𝑣
𝛿𝐷𝑣 2
𝑢𝐷𝑣 = √(𝑢𝐷𝑣𝑓
) + (𝑢𝐷𝑣𝑖
)
𝛿𝐷𝑣𝑓
𝛿𝐷𝑣𝑖
𝛿𝐷𝑟
𝛿𝐷𝑟 2
𝑢𝐷𝑟 = √(𝑢𝐷𝑟𝑓
) + (𝑢𝐷𝑟𝑖
)
𝛿𝐷𝑟𝑓
𝛿𝐷𝑟𝑖

Partial derivatives for Eqs. (B.16) to (B.19) are provided in Eqs. (B.20) to (B.25).
𝛿𝑟̇
1
=
𝛿𝐷𝑐
𝛥𝑡

(B.20)
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𝛿𝑟̇
𝐷𝑐
= − 2
𝛿𝛥𝑡
𝛥𝑡

(B.21)

𝛿𝐷𝑐
2
=
𝛿𝐷𝑣
3

(B.22)

𝛿𝐷𝑐
1
=
𝛿𝐷𝑟
3

(B.23)

𝛿𝐷𝑣
𝛿𝐷𝑟
1
=
=
𝛿𝐷𝑣𝑓 𝛿𝐷𝑟𝑓
2

(B.24)

𝛿𝐷𝑣
𝛿𝐷𝑟
1
=
=−
𝛿𝐷𝑣𝑖
𝛿𝐷𝑟𝑖
2

(B.25)

B.4 Combustion Efficiency Uncertainty
Characteristic velocity and combustion efficiency are calculated based on Eqs. (B.26) and
(B.27).

𝑐∗ =

2
𝑃̅𝑐 𝐴∗
𝑃̅𝑐 𝜋𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
=
𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 + 𝑚̇𝑓
4(𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 + 𝑚̇𝑓 )

𝜂𝑐 =

𝑐∗
𝑐∗

(B.26)

(B.27)

𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙

Overall uncertainty for characteristic velocity and combustion efficiency is based upon Eqs.
(B.28) and (B.29).
𝛿𝑐 ∗ 2
𝛿𝑐 ∗ 2
𝛿𝑐 ∗ 2
𝛿𝑐 ∗ 2
𝑢𝑐 = √(𝑢𝑃̅𝑐
) + (𝑢𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
) + (𝑢𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
) + (𝑢𝑚̇𝑓
)
𝛿𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
𝛿𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
𝛿𝑚̇𝑓
𝛿𝑃̅𝑐
∗

𝑢𝜂𝑐 =

𝑢𝑐 ∗

(B.28)

(B.29)

𝑐 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
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Partial Derivatives of Eq. (B.28) are as follows in Eqs. (B.30) to (B.33).
2
𝛿𝑐 ∗
𝜋𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
=
𝛿𝑃̅𝑐
4(𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 + 𝑚̇𝑓 )

𝛿𝑐 ∗
𝑃̅𝑐 𝜋𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
=
𝛿𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
2(𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 + 𝑚̇𝑓 )
2
𝑃̅𝑐 𝜋𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
𝑚̇𝑓
𝛿𝑐 ∗
= −
2
𝛿𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
4 (𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 + 𝑚̇𝑓 )
2
𝛿𝑐 ∗
𝑃̅𝑐 𝜋𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧
𝑚̇𝑜𝑥
== −
2
𝛿𝑚̇𝑓
4 (𝑚̇𝑜𝑥 + 𝑚̇𝑓 )
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(B.30)

(B.31)

(B.32)

(B.33)

APPENDIX D LGCP Test Data Sheet

LGCP DATA SHEET

11.5
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O2 Manifold Open
O2 Manifold Shut
O2 Run Open
O2 Run Shut
N2 Purge Open
N2 Purge Shut
Igniter Energize
Igniter De-energize
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APPENDIX E Checklist for LGCP Motor Firings

CHECKLIST FOR LGCP MOTOR FIRING
Prior to testing:
□ Verify sufficient reserves of nitrogen and oxygen in bottles.
□ Ensure all shop air is connected to all remotely operated valves and greater than 90 psig in room 127.
___________
□ Title the DVD video display and set DVD tape to a new recording section.
□ Mount outdoor test camera, install A/V lines
□ Set up exhaust fan to blow exhaust products out of test cell.
□ Ensure all pressure transducers are connected to patch panel. They will have nonzero signal.
□ Plug in power supply to patch panel. This is located beneath the mounting platform for the motor.
□ Log into the VPN
□ Make sure igniter circuit is disconnected from electric match and match leads are twisted together.
Length of igniter wire should be adjusted with respect to the grain length and injector length.
□ Ensure the proper size burst disk is installed.
□ Remove Load Block/ ensure Test deck is restrained to load cell.
□ Ensure oxygen pintle on venturi is set to 2” (or full open).
□ Ensure Nitrogen motor purge line ball valve is aligned to LGCP.
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□ Ensure all pressure lines and load cell network cables are connected and turn on Nicolet Vision.
□ Verify sampling rate is 1ks/s.
□ Verify Pressure transducer signals on Nicolet Vision are around 0 psig +/-5.
□ With the board off, open the control program, Hybrid Slab Motor Control V.10
□ Verify that program is in “Automatic” mode.
□ Start the program (upper left corner)
□ Turn on control board and ensure all valve indication and fuse lights are lit.
□ Ensure Oxygen run valve (light off) and nitrogen purge (light on) are shut.

Testing:
□ Remove block from load cell
□ Ensure all non-testing personnel are clear from the test cell and fenced-in area.
□ Open nitrogen purge bottle and set regulator to amount specified on test data sheet (~300psi greater
than O2 regulator).
□ Open nitrogen bottle attached to oxygen regulator.
□ Verify oxygen line hand valve and all cluster hand valves are open (and hand valves leading to other
systems are shut) .
□ Power on reference pressure digital readout
□ Slowly open oxygen bottle valves.
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□ Set Oxygen regulator to value written on test data sheet (slightly lower).
□ Make an announcement for starting the test firing: “We will be conducting a motor firing in room 127.
Please stand clear of the test cell and the fenced-in area.”
□ Connect igniter lines to electric match leads.
□ Check ALL timing parameters
□ Re-check O2 digital regulator
□ Press “Record” on the DVD and start timer on title screen.
□ Press “Record” on the Nicolet Vision.
□ Press “Record” on Hybrid Slab Motor Control V.10
□ Ensure all lights necessary for LGCP test are illuminated.
□ Use the control program to initiate the test.
**************************TEST INITIATED******************************
□ If misfire occurs, stop using this portion of checklist and move onto the Misfire Section.
*************************TEST CONCLUDED*****************************
□ Press “Stop” on VCR and data acquisition systems.
□ Check that the Oxygen run and manifold valves have shut.
□ Close Oxygen bottles at the cluster.
□ Announce “We will now be venting gases in room 127, all personnel stay clear”.
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□ Using the manual mode of operation of the VCPC Control Program, open the oxygen run valve, wait a
few seconds then allow manifold valve to vent.
□ Close N2 bottle in chamber purge line and vent using VCPC control program.
□ Announce “Test completed in room 127”.
□ Test cell may now be entered.
□ Vent the Nitrogen regulator being used for O2 pressure regulation
□ Check to ensure no back pressure in O2 manifold
□ Turn off Patch panel power supply and O2 reference
□ Close pneumatic valve in machine shop area
□ Replace block for load cell

Misfire Procedure:
□ Immediately turn off Hybrid control Panel by turning key; This will start nitrogen flow and interrupt
oxygen flow.
□ Announce “Misfire has occurred in room 127, stay clear of the test cell and fenced in area until directed
otherwise”.
□ Continue nitrogen flow for 5-10 seconds.
□ On the Hybrid Control Slab Motor V10 control program; Restart and turn on manual mode and ensure
all relays are in the shut position.
□ Turn oxygen valve switches on the HCP to the off position.
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□ Turn on control panel. Verify all flows have stopped and no smoldering is observed. If smoldering is
observed, continue to purge the system.
□ Isolate Oxygen by closing oxygen bottles at the cluster.
□ Continue recording event on handy cam.
□ Press “Stop” on Nicolet vision.
□ Record time of misfire.
□ Verify combustion has subsided via handy-cam (outdoor camera).
□ After 10 minutes personnel may enter test chamber.
□ Announce “Test completed in room 127”.
□ Gather evidence and determine cause of problem.

New Test:
□ Close oxygen hand valve
□ Close N2 Purge Bottle
□ Reload motor
□ If next test is at a lower pressure vent O2 and N2 lines manually
□ Reopen O2 hand valve
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